Minutes of Capital Review Committee Meeting  
Tuesday, April 27, 2004  
123 Jesse Hall  
-DRAFT-

Attending: James Coleman, Brady Deaton (Chair), Larry Edwards, David Housh, Jacquelyn Jones, Alan Marshall, Michael Nolan, Cathy Scroggs, Scott Shader, Gary Smith and Ruth Brent-Toffle

Absent: Chris Koukola, Mike Middleton, Benyamin Schwarz and Bruce Walker

Guest: Mike Chippendale, John Gardner, Frankie Minor, Elizabeth Miramati, Tom Payne, Mike Roberts and Bob Swanson

A CRC meeting was held on Tuesday, April 27, 2004 at 1:30 p.m. in room 123 of Jesse Hall and the following was discussed.

1. College Avenue Housing – Larry Edwards, Bob Swanson, Fankie Minor and Elizabeth Miramati from International Architects Adelier

Larry Edwards began the conversation by stating that Residential Life is asking CRC for approval of a schematic design regarding the construction of a new residence hall. This new residence hall will be constructed to the north of Hatch and Schurz Halls and border College Avenue. This new residence hall will accommodate 80 students per floor and be five stories in height.

Recommendation: CRC approved this schematic design as submitted.

2. Proposed new ARS Building – Scott Shader, Tom Payne, John Gardner, Mike Chippendale and Mike Roberts

Informational Item:

Mike Roberts gave a presentation about the goals of the Life Sciences Initiative at MU. Mike Roberts further stated that he is in favor of the USDA/ARS construction and addition onto the Life Sciences Center assuming the new building and its functions could be blended into the existing Life Sciences Center Building. It was also mentioned that MU would like to expand their vivarium facilities and greenhouse facilities into the new ARS building. It should be noted that 2.4 million dollars have already been allocated for the design of this new building by the Federal Government.

It was mentioned that there are some faculty/colleges that have issues regarding the construction of this new ARS building. John Gardner and Scott Shader indicated that Dr. Randy Miles, who runs Sandborn Field is concerned about wind and shadowing from the new building. Scott Shader mentioned a possible concern from Arts and Sciences regarding the planetarium and the issue that the new ARS building could substantially block the planetarium from sky view.

Recommendation: CRC agreed to continue this new building discussion and asked Scott Shader to invite Dr. Randy Miles and Arts and Sciences folks to one of the CRC meetings in May 2004.

The meeting adjourned at 2:30 p.m.